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The HIV/AIDS Debate 

Nothing is more difficult to overcome than the problems we thought were already 
overcome.

Alexis de Tocqueville 

Due to irreconcilable scientific and ethical differences we disassociate ourselves 
from the Rethinking AIDS Group

What is needed to prove or disprove the HIV theory of AIDS?

There are three ways to resolve this debate:

The first is to garner enough public opinion to mandate a public debate between a small number of 
protagonists and dissidents. This debate should be international, public and adjudicated by a 
number of disinterested scientists of Nobel Laureate class who must present the international 
community with a resolution as to the way forward. 

The second is for HIV seropositive individuals to have the evidence for their diagnoses of "HIV" 
infection examined in courts of law.

The third is to perform isolation experiments to prove whether or not a retrovirus "HIV" exists in 
individuals with a positive antibody test or AIDS. An outline of these experiments can be found in 
the Presidential AIDS Advisory Panel report. Read HERE. The cost of such experiments would be 
modest by AIDS research standards. Approximately $US50-100K and take 6-12 months to 
perform.

Click HERE for details. 

http://www.virusmyth.com/aids/hiv/panel/aidsreport.pdf
http://www.theperthgroup.com/DONATIONS2.html
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 What the Perth Group has argued 
The view of The Perth Group is that the HIV/AIDS experts have not proven:
1. The existence of a unique, exogenously acquired retrovirus, HIV. 
2. The "HIV" antibody tests are specific for "HIV" infection. 
3. The HIV theory of AIDS, that is, that HIV causes acquired immune deficiency (destruction of 

T4 lymphocytes=AID) or that AID leads to the development of the clinical syndrome AIDS. 
4. The "HIV genome", (RNA or DNA) originates in a unique, exogenously acquired infectious 

retroviral particle. 
5. HIV/AIDS is infectious, either by blood, blood products or sexual intercourse. 
6. Mother to child transmission of a retrovirus HIV or its inhibition with AZT or nevirapine. 
The Perth Group has argued: 
1. The impossibility of haemophiliacs acquiring HIV following factor VIII infusions. 
2. That AIDS and all the phenomena inferred as "HIV" are induced by changes in cellular redox 

brought about by the oxidative nature of substances and exposures common to all the AIDS risk 
groups and to the cells used in the "culture" and "isolation" of "HIV". 

3. That AIDS will not spread outside the original risk groups. 
4. That the cessation of exposure to oxidants and/or use of anti-oxidants will improve the outcome 

of AIDS patients. 
5. That the pharmacological data prove AZT cannot kill "HIV" and AZT is toxic to all cells and 

may cause some cases of AIDS. 

 Papadopulos redox theory of cellular function papers 
The redox theory of cellular function Size 

A Mitotic Theory 868K pdf 

User friendly explanation of the redox theory 36K 

Reviewer's comments on Mitotic Theory Paper submission 44K pdf 

Evidence that the redox state has a role in muscular contraction and relaxation 306K pdf 

Importance of the redox state in vasoconstriction induced by adrenaline and 
serotonin 278K pdf 

Letter to the American Journal of Pathology 36K pdf 
Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an brief outline of the file - Links will open in the 
same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer

 Papers and letters published in scientific journals
Papers and letters published in scientific journals Size 

A Critical Analysis of the Pharmacology of AZT and its Use in AIDS 197K 

Is a positive Western blot proof of HIV infection? 154K 

The HIV Western blot 169K pdf 

AIDS in Africa: Distinguishing fact and fiction 58K 

Reappraisal of AIDS: Is the oxidation induced by the risk factors the primary cause? 65K 

Oxidative stress HIV and AIDS 25K 

Kaposi's Sarcoma and HIV 48K 
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Has Gallo proven the role of HIV in AIDS? 78K 

Factor VIII, HIV and AIDS in haemophiliacs: an analysis of their relationship 138K 

A critical analysis of the HIV-T4-CELL-AIDS hypothesis 113K 

HIV antibodies: Further questions and a plea for clarification 24K 

HIV antibody tests and viral load - More unanswered questions and a further plea for 
clarification 6K 

HIV transmission from donor semen 564K pdf 

Acute retroviral syndrome 111K pdf 

Questions about results reported with potent antiretroviral therapy for HIV 54K pdf 

Global voices on HIV/AIDS 350K pdf 

High rates of HIV seropositivity in Africa—alternative explanation 59k pdf 

A critique of the Montagnier evidence for the HIV/AIDS hypothesis 165K pdf 

Letter published in NEJM 68K pdf 

HIV drug remains unproven without placebo trial 345K pdf 

Letter published in EMA 66K pdf 

Would Montagnier please clarify whether HIV or oxidation by the risk factors is the 
primary cause of AIDS? 59K pdf 

Reducing agents-why are we waiting? 120K pdf 

Experimental SIV infection 169K pdf 
Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an extended description of the file - Links will open in 
the same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer 

 Monograph on mother-to-child transmission 
Mother to Child Transmission of HIV and its Prevention with AZT and nevirapine3.51MB pdf 
Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an brief outline of the file - Links will open in the 
same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer

 Papers published in Continuum magazine 
The isolation of HIV: Has it really been achieved? 291K 

Interview with Luc Montagnier Did Luc Montagnier discover HIV? 26K 

Commentary on Montagnier 129K 

Looking back on the oxidative stress theory of AIDS 64K 

The Haemophilia Connection 384K 

Virus Challenge-response to Robin Weiss 91K 

Why no whole virus? 70K pdf 

The Continuum Archive 64K 
Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an extended description of the file - Links will open in 
the same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer 
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 Papers published in the popular press 
A great future behind it: the Yin and Yang of HIV. (From NEXUS 
Magazine) 116K 

The Last Debate. (From Reappraising AIDS) 23K 

Deconstructing AIDS in Africa 465K pdf 

Shares Magazine February 2001 964K pdf 
Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an extended description of the file - Links will open in 
the same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer 

 Papers/letters rejected by the scientific press 
Gallo's experiments and a plea for clarification 168K pdf 

Perth Group reponse to Nature and its Durban Declaration 54K 

gp120 and HIV infection 8K 

Commentary on the Ho and Wei Nature papers 44k 

Concerning TB in Africa 45k 

Commentary on AZT 57K 

Anti-HIV antibodies, ARVs and informed consent 73K

HIV transmission from chimpanzees 31K 

A critical analysis of HIV serology does not affirm a retroviral infection 187K

A critical appraisal of the evidence for the existence of HIV 143K

Commentary on the Gallo/Montagnier HIV as the cause of AIDS paper 22K 

Response to Declan Butler 17K 

Letter to Lancet in response to the WHO 40K 

Letter to NEJM July 2004 33K 

Letter to BMJ 125K 

Letter to Nature Medicine 42K 

Letter to Lancet 33K 

Letter to Structure 201K 

AIDS causes HIV 203K 
Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an brief outline of the file - Links will open in the 
same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer 

 Presentations - These file are best studied downloaded 
Powerpoint file of the Presidential AIDS Panel Meeting. The HIV antibody tests 1.2MB 

Text of Presidential AIDS Panel Presentation 44K 

Powerpoint file of the HIVNET 016 analysis 2.4MB 

Diagnosing HIV in mothers and infants 1.6MB 
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http://www.theperthgroup.com/POPPAPERS/yinyang.html
http://www.theperthgroup.com/POPPAPERS/yinyang.html
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Geneva Presentation: A critical analysis of the evidence for the existence of HIV and the 
HIV antibody tests

Right-click to download zip Powerpoint file (347K) of the Geneva Presentation   HERE
TO READ THE SPEAKER NOTES YOU WILL HAVE TO DOWNLOAD THE FILE
Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an brief outline of the file - Links will open in the 
same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer 

 Interviews 
Is HIV the cause of AIDS? An interview with Eleni Papadopulos-Eleopulos54K 
Do antibody tests prove HIV infection? An interview with Dr. Val Turner81K 
Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an brief outline of the file - Links will open in the 
same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer 

 Selected email correspondence 
Email debate with Professor Robin Weiss 207K 

Correspondence1 with William Makgoba 51K 

Correspondence2 with William Makgoba 76K 
Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an brief outline of the file - Links will open in the 
same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer 

 Oxidation, Montagnier and the Perth Group 
The Perth Group oxidation theory of HIV/AIDS and Professor Luc Montagnier Size 

Oxidation, HIV/AIDS, the Perth Group and Montagnier 522K 

Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an brief outline of the file - Links will open in the 
same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer 

 Montagnier Nobel Prize 2008 
Analysis and commentary on Montagnier's scientific publications in regard to the 

2008 Nobel Prize in Medicine
The Nobel Committee has been made aware of the files on this webpage

Size 

A critical analysis of Montagnier's 1983 "seminal" Science paper 160K pdf 

Montagnier, T4 cells (acquired immune deficiency) and the Perth Group oxidative 
theory of “HIV”/AIDS” 120k pdf 

The "HIV" genome 116K pdf 

Shortened commentary on Montagnier's 1983 Science paper 27K pdf 

Link to Eleni Papadopulos-Eleopulos's Evidence-in-Chief at the Parenzee court 
hearing 4.5M pdf 

Link to Valendar F Turner's Evidence-in-Chief at the Parenzee court hearing 1.2M pdf 

The Perth Group revisits the existence of HIV 608K pdf 

Are Montagnier's particles a retrovirus? 681k pdf 
Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an brief outline of the file - Links will open in the 
same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer 
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 The Parenzee Case 
THE ADELAIDE SOUTH AUSTRALIA PARENZEE CASE
May 15th 2007

Members of the Perth Group wish to thank all our friends and colleagues who offered their 
generous support during the recent Parenzee court case conducted in Adelaide, South Australia. 
Such support included financial assistance to purchase some of the court transcripts for which we 
are extremely grateful. 

Perth Group Affidavit 403K 

An analysis of the evidence for the existence of 
HIV 4.51 Mbyte pdf 

Valendar Turner's evidence in chief 1.2 MB pdf 

 The House of Numbers 
Perth Group responses to commentaries and criticism on Brent Leung's film The House of 

Numbers

Response to Jeanne Bergman "HON lies about T cells"

Response to Jeanne Bergman "Real Answers to Fake Questions"

Response to Montagnier's statements in NEXUS Magazine
Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an brief outline of the file - Links will open in the 
same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer 

 Latest files 
Response to criticism of Celia Farber Harpers magazine article 230K pdf

Perth Group Affidavit 209K pdf

Response to Geffen and Bergman 8K

Commentary on Zhu et al 58K

Response to Professor Moore 236K

PDF of our Response to Professor Moore 392K

Letter published in EMA 1999 111K pdf

Summary of the Perth Group's contribution to the HIV/AIDS 
debate 23K

The Perth Group revisits the existence of HIV 608K pdf

Online letter published in Pediatrics

Commentary on the Hubner paper 32K pdf

Perth Group commentary on "The AIDS Trap" brochure 100K

Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an brief outline of the file - Links will open in the 
same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer 
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 Other files
Global variation in the Western blot 28K 

Genelabs Western blot chart 33K 

Calculation of the probability of HIV transmission between sexual partners 26K 

Gluschankoff electron micrograph

Bess electron micrograph

Spectra papers

Characterization of the RNA dependent DNA polymerase of a new human T lymphotropic 
retrovirus

Response to Chant et al claim of HIV transmission between surgical patients
Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an brief outline of the file - Links will open in the 
same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer 

 Africa/South Africa 
Invited comments on the Mandela/HSRC Study 102K

LINK to the Mandela/HSRC Study

Perth Group reponse to Nature and its Durban Declaration 54K

LINK to The Durban Declaration

Genesis of the Durban Declaration 22K

The names of those who signed the Durban Declaration 672K 

AIDS in Africa: Distinguishing fact and fiction 58K 

How to resolve AIDS dispute once and for all 250K pdf 
Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an brief outline of the file - Links will open in the 
same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer 

 Questions and answers. This page is being built 
How can 99.99% of the world's scientists be wrong? 
Does the Perth Group really believe HIV does not exist? 
There are dozens of picture of HIV.   If these are not a retrovirus what have we been looking at all   
these years? 
Why is the Perth Group obsessed with purification to prove the existence of HIV? 
Urine positive for sugar = Diabetes. Pregnancy test positive = pregnant. How can anyone be HIV 
positive and not have HIV? 
My doctor says the HIV tests are highly specific. How can a group of physicists know more 
medicine than my doctor? 
What exactly is wrong with the way HIV has been isolated? 
The AIDS Physician and the Actuary (Part I) 
Under construction 

 Response to the NIH "Evidence" that HIV causes AIDS 
Various commentaries The NIH "Evidence" that HIV causes AIDS 63K 
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 Translations of the Perth Group papers 
Pasteur Interview with Montagnier (French) 87K pdf 

Perth Group commentary on Montagnier interview (French) 195K pdf 

Interview 'Is HIV the cause of AIDS?" (Greek) 650K 

Pasteur interview with Montagnier (Greek) 91K 

Perth Group commentary on Montagnier interview (Greek) 324K 

Pasteur Interview with Montagnier (Italian) 61K 

Perth Group commentary on Montagnier interview (Italian) 161K pdf 

Interview 'Is HIV the cause of AIDS?' (Portuguese) 84K 

Is a postive western blot proof of HIV infection? 
(Portuguese) 120K 

Please Note Hold mouse over filename for an extended description of the file - Links will open in 
the same window - Right-click, Save-As over the link to save these to your computer 

 BMJ Online Debate 
The BMJ Online HIV/AIDS Debate

Go to December 24th posting #44654 by the Perth Group for link re HIV experts wishing to 
shut down the BMJ Online HIV/AIDS debate. 

How you can help

Write or email Dr. Richard Smith, editor of the British Medical Journal, with your opinion of 
the Online debate.

Write or email Professor Luc Montagnier requesting his participation in the BMJ Online 
HIV/AIDS debate.

Write or email Dr. Robert Gallo requesting his participation in the BMJ Online HIV/AIDS 
debate.

Write or email Dr. Simon Wain-Hobson requesting his participation in the BMJ Online 
HIV/AIDS debate.

Write or email Dr. John Moore requesting his participation in the BMJ Online HIV/AIDS 
debate.

 Links 
LINKS TO THE HIV/AIDS DEBATE (Links open in new 
windows)
GENERAL

• Presidential AIDS Advisory Panel Report  . A synthesis report of the deliberations by the 
panel of experts invited by the President of the Republic of South Africa, the Honourable Mr 
Thabo Mbeki, March 2001 

http://www.info.gov.za/otherdocs/2001/aidspanelpdf.pdf
http://www.theperthgroup.com/links.html
mailto:jmoore@adarc.org
mailto:simon@pasteur.fr
mailto:coleman@umbi.umd.edu
mailto:lucmontagnier@hotmail.com
mailto:rsmith@bmj.com
http://bmj.bmjjournals.com/cgi/eletters/326/7387/495#44654
http://bmj.bmjjournals.com/cgi/eletters/326/7387/495#43617
http://www.theperthgroup.com/bmjonline.html
http://www.theperthgroup.com/TRANSLATIONS/Biotek8Portuguese.html
http://www.theperthgroup.com/TRANSLATIONS/Biotek8Portuguese.html
http://www.theperthgroup.com/TRANSLATIONS/CJEPEInterviewPortuguese.html
http://www.theperthgroup.com/TRANSLATIONS/Perth Group Commentary on Montagnier Interview (In Italian) Revised.pdf
http://www.theperthgroup.com/TRANSLATIONS/Interview Tahi- Montagnier in ITALIAN.doc
http://www.theperthgroup.com/TRANSLATIONS/ThanassisCommentsMontInterview.doc
http://www.theperthgroup.com/TRANSLATIONS/ThanassisMontInterview.doc
http://www.theperthgroup.com/TRANSLATIONS/CJEPEInterviewGreek.html
http://www.theperthgroup.com/TRANSLATIONS/dtlmep.pdf
http://www.theperthgroup.com/TRANSLATIONS/dtintlm.pdf
http://www.theperthgroup.com/Translations.html


Is HIV the cause of AIDS? Click on the links below to read the PROTAGONIST case 

• United States National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.   Focus on the HIV/AIDS 
Connection. Contains links to other protagonist essays and websites 

• American Medical Association HIV/AIDS Resource Center   
• Joint UN program on HIV/AIDS   (UNAIDS) 
• Mortality and Morbitity Weekly Report   
• HIV/AIDS Treatment Service   
• CDC AIDS Classification and Revisions   
• WHO HIV/AIDS/STD surveillance   
• WHO Tuberculosis Fact Sheet   

• AIDSTruth Website Sheet   

Is HIV the cause of AIDS? Click on the links below to read the DISSIDENT view 

• The Perth Group at Virusmyth   
• The Yin and Yang of HIV. An overview of the basic problems of the HIV theory   
• The New AIDSMythExposed Website   
• Rethinking AIDS Website   
• AIDSMYTH website   
• On line version of South African lawyer Anthony Brink's book "Debating AZT"   
• Articles on AZT from the Rethinking AIDS website   
• Interview with Eleni Papadopulos (Perth Group leader) by Christine Johnson Interview   
• A Mother's Love   
• Protease Inhibitors   
• Professor Peter Duesberg's Website   
• AIDS INFO-NET. German website by Dr. Michael Leitner   
• AIDS in Africa: Distinguishing fact and fiction. By the Perth Group   
• The Plague that never was. African AIDS by Neville Hodgkinson   
• CRY, BELOVED COUNTRY How Africa Became the Victim of a Non-Existent Epidemic   

of HIV/AIDS 
• AIDS in Africa. Text of Meditel Documentary 1993   
• Nobel Laureate Dr. Kary Mullis   
• Health Education AIDS Liaision (HEAL)   
• Professor Montagnier Interviewed by Djamel Tahi. Concedes "purified" HIV does not   

contain retrovirus particles 
• John Lauritsen's Death Rush: Poppers and AIDS book   
• Herve Francois AIDS Dissident Database  

 Contact Us 
Contact the Perth Group   
Email:  vturner@iinet.net.au.au
Fax:  Int + 618 92241138
Voice (EPE):+Int + 618 92242500
Perth is GMT + 8 hours  
Check for Western Australian daylight saving times
Write:  Eleni Papadopulos-Eleopulos
        Department of Medical Physics
        Royal Perth Hospital
        Wellington Street
        Perth
        Western Australia 6001

The time around the world

http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/
mailto:vturner@iinet.net.au
http://www.theperthgroup.com/contactus.html
http://rethinking.org/aids/cite/index.html
http://paganpressbooks.com/jpl/POPBOOK.HTM
http://www.virusmyth.net/aids/data/dtinterviewlm.htm
http://www.virusmyth.net/aids/data/dtinterviewlm.htm
http://www.healtoronto.com/
http://www.virusmyth.net/aids/index/kmullis.htm
http://www.virusmyth.net/aids/data/jsafrica.htm
http://www.virusmyth.net/aids/data/nhcry.htm
http://www.virusmyth.net/aids/data/nhcry.htm
http://www.virusmyth.net/aids/data/nhplague.htm
http://www.virusmyth.net/aids/data/epafrica.htm
http://pweb.uunet.de/pr-leitner.DO
http://www.duesberg.com/
http://www.virusmyth.net/aids/index/protease.htm
http://www.virusmyth.net/aids/data/cfmother.htm
http://www.virusmyth.net/aids/data/cjinterviewep.htm
http://www.virusmyth.net/aids/index/azt.htm
http://www.aidsmyth.addr.com/debatingazt/contents.htm
http://www.aidsmyth.addr.com/
http://www.virusmyth.net/aids
http://www.aidsmythexposed.com/
http://healtoronto.com/yinyang.html
http://www.virusmyth.com/aids/perthgroup
http://www.AIDSTruth.org/
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/who104/en/
http://www.who.int/emc/diseases/hiv/
http://www.cdc.gov/hiv/pubs/mmwr/classification.htm
http://www.hivatis.org/
http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/mmwr.html
http://www.unaids.org/index.html
http://www.ama-assn.org/special/hiv/newsline/special/jamadb/suicide.htm
http://www.niaid.nih.gov/newsroom/focuson/hiv00/default.htm


 About the Perth Group 
The Perth Group of was formed in 1981 in Perth, Western Australia. The three 
original members are the leader, biophysicist Eleni Papadopulos-Eleopulos, 
emergency physician Valendar F Turner and Professor of Pathology John 
Papadimitriou. Over the years several other scientists have contributed to or 
joined the Group. These are physicists Bruce Hedland-Thomas, David Causer and 
Barry Page, Florida USA biochemist Todd Miller and Colombian physician/medical 
researcher Helman Alfonso. The Perth Group has published scientific papers and 
letters in peer reviewed medical journalsas well as in the popular press. Two of 
the group are invited members of the Presidential AIDS Advisory Panel and have 
presented our material in various forums including the Presidential Panel and 
via satellite at the Geneva International AIDS Conference. 
            

 Perth Group at Virusmyth 

THE PERTH GROUP
Eleni Papadopulos-Eleopulos et al. 

HOMEPAGE 

 

The Perth Group of HIV/AIDS dissidents was formed in 
1981 at the Royal Perth Hospital, teaching hospital for 
the University of Western Australia. The original 
members are the leader, biophysicist Eleni 
Papadopulos-Eleopulos, emergency physician Valendar 
(Val) Turner and Professor of Pathology John 
Papadimitriou. Over the years several others (physicists 
Bruce Hedland-Thomas and Barry Page, Florida USA 
biochemist Todd Miller and Colombian physician/medical 

http://www.virusmyth.net/aids/perthgroup
http://www.theperthgroup.com/aboutpg.html


researcher Helman Alfonso), have also given generous 
time and effort in research and the production of papers. 
Recently senior clinical physicist Dr. David Causer has 
joined the Group. The Perth Group has published 
several scientific papers and letters, as well as several 
papers and letters which editors refuse to publish. 

What The Perth Group has argued: 

1. Failure to prove the existence of a unique, 
exogenously acquired retrovirus, HIV. 

2. Failure to verify the HIV antibody tests proof of HIV 
infection. 

3. Failure to prove HIV causes immune deficiency 
(destruction of T4 lymphocytes) or AIDS. 

4. The impossibility of haemophiliacs acquiring HIV 
following factor VIII infusions. 

5. Failure to prove the HIV genome, (RNA or DNA) 
originates in a unique exogenously acquired 
infectious retroviral particle. 

6. Failure to prove HIV/AIDS is infectious, either by 
blood, blood products or sexual intercourse. 

7. Failure to prove what is called AIDS in Africa or 
Thailand is caused by HIV or is sexually 
transmitted. 

8. That AIDS and all the phenomena inferred as "HIV" 
are induced by changes in cellular redox brought 
about by the oxidative nature of substances and 
exposures common to all the AIDS risk groups and 
to the cells used in the "culture" and "isolation" of 
HIV. 

9. That AIDS will not spread outside the original risk 
groups and that cessation of exposure to oxidants 
and/or use of anti-oxidants will improve the 
outcome of AIDS patients. 

10.That pharmacological data prove AZT cannot kill 
HIV and AZT is toxic to all cells and may cause 
AIDS. 

 



INTERVIEW WITH DR. ELENI PAPADOPULOS

INTERVIEW WITH DR. VAL TURNER 
 

 

PRESENTATION

PRESS RELEASE 
. 

OUR CONTRIBUTION TO THE PRESIDENTIAL HIV/AIDS PANEL 

OUR REPLY TO THE DURBAN DECLARATION 

THE SOUTH AFRICAN AIDS PANEL REPORT 
 

MOTHER TO CHILD TRANSMISSION OF HIV
AND ITS PREVENTION WITH AZT AND NEVIRAPINE

NEVIRAPINE PRESENTATION:

SLIDES   AUDIO STREAM   TRANSCRIPT 
 

LISTEN 

TALK ON HIV ANTIBODY TESTS
15 MINUTE TALK BY DR. TURNER

HIV; A GREAT FUTURE BEHIND IT
60 MINUTE TALK BY DR. TURNER

PUBLISHED SCIENTIFIC PAPERS 
 

OTHER ARTICLES 
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http://www.virusmyth.com/aids/perthgroup/geneva/index.htm
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WEB LINKS 
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